CERTIFIED MAIL

AUTOMATION

Certified Mail Automation can be a powerful way to save
time, reduce costs and streamline your office workflow.
Thousands of businesses around the U.S. have already
automated their Certified Mail®, and with a variety of
software and configurations to choose from, there’s
never been a better time to make the switch.

Before you automate, you’ll want to make sure you’re
choosing the right solution for your needs. Use this
3-step checklist to help make an informed decision
about your Certified Mail Automation.

STEP 1
WHAT DO YOU WANT
TO ACHIEVE?
Putting your goals on paper will
help clarify what you need in
your Certified Mail solution. Use
this space to identify your top
three objectives.

Write your goals:
1.

2.

3.

Example goals:
§§ I want to spend less time manually filling out Certified Mail forms,
standing in line at the Post Office, etc.
§§ I want additional features that make Certified Mail work smarter for me.
§§ I want to be better organized about how I process, track and manage
Certified Mail.

STEP 2
CERTIFIED MAIL
AUTOMATION
CHECKLIST
Following is a checklist of features
and capabilities that make
Certified Mail Automation such a
powerful resource. Use the list to
evaluate your potential solutions.

Data Importing & Management
The benefits of Certified Mail Automation start the minute you sit down at
your computer, as long as your solution offers:
Intuitive address books: Easily import, build and maintain a database
containing your recipients’ address information, necessary for
generating large batches of Certified Mail.
Efficient batch importing: Forgo the time-consuming and error-prone data
entry process by importing your information directly into the system.
A central repository: Access your critical proof-of-delivery RRE signature
files and generate tracking reports in one place.
Cloud-based features: Log in and manage your Certified Mail from
anywhere, at any time, using a highly secure system with no down time.
Multiple user functionality: Provide access to as many people as you
need, and configure user accounts to optimize your team’s Certified
Mail capabilities.
A secure, firewalled option: For users who need to keep their data behind
a firewall, use a locally-stored solution to achieve the same efficiency.
CASS address verification: Ensure your Certified Mail is going to a legitimate
address with built-in Coding Accuracy Support System (CASS) confirmation.

Creating & Tracking Certified Mail
The majority of time you save using Certified Mail Automation will come
when you’re creating your mailings, so it’s important to make sure your
solution offers:
Certified Mail at the desktop: Quickly generate and send hundreds of
mailpieces without leaving your workstation.
Batch creation: Easily create up to 1,000 transactions at one time
directly from your desktop PC and printer.
Quick USPS Firm Mailers: Generate your Firm Mailing Books when it’s
time to provide proof of mailing.
A postage calculator: With a built-in calculator, there’s no need to
estimate or do your own math.
Traditional Green Cards: For the most high-profile communications,
a traditional hard-copy Return Receipt is still the gold standard—as
evidence in court, for example.
Return Receipt Electronic (RRE): Save money and time on every
mailpiece by using RRE, and access your RRE signatures online.
Secure online tracking: Access your web dashboard securely from any
major web browser, around the clock, 365 days per year.
Customizable reports: Configure your Certified Mail tracking and reporting
online to show you just what you want to see, and nothing else.
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STEP 2

(continued)

CERTIFIED MAIL
AUTOMATION
CHECKLIST

Setup & Support
Besides the features you’ll find in your Certified Mail solution, you want to
partner with the right vendor. Choose a partner that provides:

Following is a checklist of features
and capabilities that make
Certified Mail Automation such a
powerful resource. Use the list to
evaluate your potential solutions.

A contract-free experience: Avoid the hassle by choosing a vendor that
gives you the flexibility to order without signing any service contracts.
A seamless start-up process: No need to invest time and money in new
training if your solutions are simple and intuitive.
Compatible products: You shouldn’t have to purchase any new
equipment to get started; look for products that work with your existing
computers and laser printers.
Complimentary software: Some providers may offer free options with
limited features or below a set quantity, but you can minimize costs by
going with a vendor that provides a truly unlimited experience for no
additional charge.
Decades of expertise: When your critical communications are on the
line, the ideal vendor will have a history of innovating in the Certified
Mail industry.
Simplified pricing: Skip the hidden fees and additional costs by paying
only for the products you need, when you need them.
Friendly, first-class support: When you need help with your Certified
Mail, you want a support team that’s knowledgeable and easy to reach.

STEP 3
EVALUATE YOUR NEEDS
Now that you’ve spent some time
learning about all that Certified
Mail Automation has to offer,
it’s time to focus on the specific
capabilities you need..

Write down the top three features from the checklist above that you want
in your ideal Certified Mail Automation solution:
1.

2.

It’s easy – just
contact us today at
800-381-3811, for
a risk-free trial, and
start saving time
and money today!
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3.

We’ve taken the headaches out of Certified Mail, and that includes getting
you started. All you need to start automating today is an idea of your system
requirements and the Certified Mail features that are important to you.

